Using Blade Element Momentum Theory to Predict the Effect of Wave-Current Interactions on the Performance of Tidal Stream Turbines
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Abstract—The non-uniformity and dynamics of the environment tidal stream turbines need to operate within will significantly influence the durability and reliability of tidal energy systems. The loadings on the turbine will increase substantially when the turbine is deployed in high magnitude waves with non-uniform tidal currents. The limitations of numerical solutions will be understood when the outcomes are verified with empirical data from system operations. In this paper, a Blade Element Momentum model is used to predict and compare the performance of a scaled turbine within a flume and a tow tank. Firstly, the numerical and experimental work is analysed for a turbine operating at flow speeds of 0.5 m/s and 1.0 m/s, wave heights of 0.2 m and 0.4 m and wave periods of 1.5 s and 1.7 s. Good agreement between the model and the experimental work was observed. However, in low TSRs the model tends to under predict the thrust, and the variation between the maximum and minimum values obtained within the experiments. Secondly, a turbine operating at flow speeds of 1.0 m/s and 4 different inflow profiles is analysed, where the wave heights for these cases were 0.09 m and 0.19 m and with wave periods of 2 s and 1.43 s. In this evaluation, the model tends to over predict the values of $C_t$ and $C_r$ when compared to those calculated from the experimental data. However, when investigating the values used to calculating both the thrust and torque coefficients, there is better agreement with these, which means the methodology used to determine these coefficients with inflow profiles should be revised.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of the marine renewable energy industry is expanding rapidly with new developments around the globe. Atlantis Ltd has started to explore the use of tidal stream energy in Japan [1] while Swedish company, Seabased, has prepared to provide renewable energy to Sri Lanka, starting with an initial installation to power a fish farm [2]. While this relates to good progress in the marine energy industry development, there is still many challenges to be tackled before the technology may be considered durable and reliable in commercial operations.

One of the main contributors relating to the potential failure of offshore marine energy converters, is the complex and variable nature of the resource. The effects of turbulence have been assessed by a number of authors experimentally and numerically. However, waves and wave-current interactions also affect the durability and reliability of TST’s and are the main focus of this paper.

The interactions of wave and currents in TSTS have been studied both numerically and experimentally by several researchers. Authors. [3] and [4] explored the use of Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT) and Computational Fluid Dynamic techniques (CFD), respectively, to investigate the effects of oscillatory motion of waves on TST rotor and drivetrain performance. They reported the
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combination of wave-current interactions introduces non-uniform bending moments simultaneously on the turbine blades, which translate to eccentric loading of drivetrain components, creating damaging effects. While the work undertaken by [3] and [4] enables the investigation of wave-current interactions with few changes of wave and current parameters, the numerical model predictions need to be empirically verified to understand potential limitations within the numerical methods employed.

Experimental research related to wave-current interactions with TSTs have been undertaken by several authors, e.g., [5] - [6]. In each of the testing campaigns, the authors have focused on investigating different aspects of the systems performance. For example, a 0.4 m diameter turbine is used in [5] to investigate the effects that a variety of wave periods and heights had on the turbine. The results presented in this work provided an initial understanding of the detrimental effects that wave-current interactions can have in TSTs by comparing out of plane bending moments occurring on the rotor using both numerical and experimental work. However, the work presented there is somewhat unclear on the specific outcomes for each of the testing conditions. The effects of wave-current interactions on a 0.9 m diameter turbine by varying two wave periods and two wave heights were investigated in [7]. This established that the average values for torque and thrust remained similar to a base case without wave influences. However, the fluctuations arising from the wave-current interactions on the loading of the rotor were in the region of two or three times greater in magnitude. This investigation was insightful but was restricted to ‘small’ wave heights of 0.2 m and wave frequencies between 0.5 and 0.7 and low flow velocities of 0.6 m/s. Experimental analysis on wave current interactions on a turbine of 0.5 m rotor diameter is undertaken in [8] by using a single flow speed of 0.5 m/s and two waveforms.

The experiments were carried out in a flume facility and it was found that average values of power and thrust remained similar for the wave and no wave conditions. The fluctuations of power and thrust were shown to be significantly higher, using standard deviation values; however, it was difficult to quantify the actual peak variations of the time or frequency domain signals. An experimental campaign is undertaken in [6] where temporal variations of loadings were analysed on a scaled turbine of 0.5 m diameter operating under larger amplitude waves and low speed of 1.0 m/s. Later, the same turbine was tested at a flume facility aiming to replicate the tests done at the tow facility; however, due to the limitations of the facility, only the 0.5 m/s tests were carried out. The information from these testing campaigns will be used to verify the numerical model presented in this paper.

As can be seen from the literature, the disparity of the experimental work is influenced by different factors, e.g., the testing facility, the turbine design, the costs associated with practicalities of testing, etc. But the average $C_T$ and $C_D$ are not obviously influenced by the waves due to the fluctuation of the waves. This paper aims to compare and validate an in-house BEMT model developed to quantify loading with combined waves and current based on the empirical test data described previously. This means the investigation considers a variety of flow speeds in two different facilities at similar wave conditions, where possible.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Blade Element Momentum Theory

Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT) is widely used in the renewable energy sector. It was originally developed and has been used extensively to model the performance of wind turbines; and has extended and applied to the marine energy industry. The theory is based on the conservation of axial and angular momentum where power and thrust can be inferred. The annular section representing the turbine rotor is then split into a number of elements in the radial direction. Thus, each of the elements is analysed independently to calculate normal and tangential forces using aerodynamic coefficients as complementary information to solve the set of equations. This means that depending on the blade geometry and the inflow characteristics, the lift ($C_l$) and drag ($C_d$) coefficients which are related to the forces acting on the blade sections will change. Therefore, when estimating power and thrust using BEMT, the $C_l$ and $C_d$ parameters utilised can have a high influence in the outcomes.

$C_l$ and $C_d$ coefficients can be obtained from several sources. A database of a large number of aerofoil coordinates and their performance at diverse Reynolds numbers can be found in [9]. If the required parameters are not covered by the available literature, the coefficients can be calculated using numerical models, e.g, Xfoil, Profil 07, Javafoil. For this investigation, two different Reynolds numbers (100000 and 200000) were used for the calculation of power and thrust coefficients for a Wortmann FX 63-137 aerofoil.

The BEMT model used in this investigation was developed at Strathclyde University [3]. Prandtl tip and hub loss correction factors were utilised in the BEMT calculations. Buhl correction was implemented to account for axial induction factors higher than the theoretical upper limits and the Viterna-Corrigan method was applied to estimate high flow angles during post stall values. A similar approach was undertaken in [10]. Buhl correction was applied to address the high induction factor correction [11]. Morison equations which consider the drag and inertial forces on a submerged body in oscillatory flows is applied as a correction.

Two inflow conditions are discussed in this paper, uniform inflow and non-uniform inflow. For uniform inflow conditions, the influence of waves was taken into account by using the coupled wave-current model where the current was a constant and the wave was considered as third order stokes wave. For conditions with inflow
profiles, the wave-current model is established by using a current model based on the inflow profiles coupled with the second order stokes wave model, and the horizontal wave particle velocity was cancelled because it has already been added in the inflow profile. To validate the BEMT model results for the uniform and non-uniform flows, the results from two test campaigns were utilised and these are also briefly described in the following sections.

B. Uniform inflow

A scaled horizontal axis turbine of 0.5 m diameter was employed in the experimental campaigns and is attributed within the BEMT model. The turbine rotor is comprised of three rotor blades with a Wortmann FX 63-137 aerofoil profile. The rotor has a radius of 0.25 m, with a hub radius of 0.05 m. The optimum pitch for this design is 6 degrees. This pitch setting was set by adjusting the blade root to the hub with a grub screw. Further details of the blade geometry, including the chord length and twist can be found in [12].

Flow speeds of 0.5 m/s and 1.0 m/s were tested and simulated based on the experimental campaigns undertaken at two facilities, a flume and a tow tank. The carriage speed used in the tow tank and the current speed used in the flume are both referred to here as flow speeds. The current only conditions is considered as Case CO1 and CO2. Three additional cases are also considered using combinations of flow speeds, wave heights and wave periods. Case WF1 refers to a flow speed of 0.5 m/s with a wave height of 0.4 m and an apparent wave period of 1.71s. As these tests were undertaken in a tow tank, the apparent period considered the movement of the tow carriage into the waves generated at the far end of the facility, as proposed in [13]. Therefore, it simulates as if the current and the waves travel in the same direction. WF2 attempted to replicate the same wave conditions in a flume tank. Due to the limitations of the facility, a wave height of nearly 0.2 m and a period of 1.71s was used in the experiments. Case WF3 relates to the wave-current experiments that were undertaken at the tow facility at 1.0 m/s. The wave height for this current speed was set to 0.4 m and an apparent wave period of 1.5 s.

The cases simulated using BEMT and explored in the testing campaigns are summarised in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Flow Speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Wave height (m)</th>
<th>Wave period or apparent wave period (s)</th>
<th>Type of facility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Flume and Tow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Flume and Tow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>Tow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>Tow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Tow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Non-uniform inflow

A scaled horizontal axis turbine of 0.9 m diameter was employed both in the experimental and the BEMT. The rotor blades are 0.385 m in length and were designed using a Wortmann FX 63-137 aerofoil profile, with a hub radius of 0.065 m.

Non-uniform inflows were tested and measured during the experiments in the Ifremer flume tank. The velocity components in the X, Y, Z axis were measured incrementally in front of the rotor plane form 0.55m to 1.45m below the water surface during the two wave conditions. The regular wave 1 condition (RW1) had a wave height of 0.19m with a wave period of 1.43s. Case regular wave 2 (RW2) was a condition with 0.09m wave height and 2s wave period. In addition, the inflow profiles were measured for both wave conditions as NRW1 and NRW2 while the turbine was removed from the flume tank. All cases simulated in BEMT are given in Table II.

The cases with and without the turbine were compared to investigate the turbine influence on the inflow and which inflow profiles the outputs of BEMT match the experiment appropriately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Flow Speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Wave height (m)</th>
<th>Wave period or apparent wave period (s)</th>
<th>Full scale wave height (m)</th>
<th>Full scale wave period or apparent wave period (s)</th>
<th>Turbine Installed</th>
<th>Type of facility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RW1</td>
<td>Profile (a)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Flume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRW1</td>
<td>Profile (b)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Flume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW2</td>
<td>Profile (c)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Flume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRW2</td>
<td>Profile (d)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Flume</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Vertical velocity profile

To get a better understanding of the vertical velocity profile in plane and up-stream of the rotor installation, assessment of the resulting flow velocities through the water column should be undertaken. This allows for the velocity variations to be experienced by a rotor through the vertical plane to be quantified. In the testing work being
reported this was characterised for a turbine centre hub height located 1 m below the undisturbed water surface level. The resulting velocity profile variations for the cases investigated are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The vertical inflow profiles are non-uniform due to flow velocities near and sub-surface being impeded by the submergence of the wave makers. Therefore, the inflow velocity deeper in the water column shows a trend of being higher than the near surface velocities.

![Figure 1. Inflow profiles for RW1 and NRW1. (a) is RW1 as the profile with turbine installed, (b) is NRW1 as the profile without turbine installed](image)

![Figure 2. Inflow profiles for RW2 and NRW2. (c) is RW2 as the profile with turbine installed, (d) is NRW2 as the profile without turbine installed](image)

Within this section, the test program and the experimental setup is described. For the experimental campaign, a 0.5 m diameter turbine designed by Cardiff University was used to validate the numerical model described in the previous section. The diameter of the turbine is marginally smaller when compared to other devices tested, which were in the range of 0.7 to 1 m in diameter. It has previously been reported [14] that it is possible to achieve Reynolds independency for the rotor at flow velocities > 0.9 m/s.

Experiments were undertaken within two facilities, a tow tank located at CNR-INSEAN laboratory in Rome, Italy and a circulating flume tank located at Ifremer research centre at Boulogne Sur Mer, France. Table 3 shows the characteristics of the facilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilities</th>
<th>CNR-INSEAN</th>
<th>IFREMER Centre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facility dimensions</td>
<td>220 m × 9 m × 3.5 m</td>
<td>18 m × 4 m × 2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow velocities tested</td>
<td>0.5 m/s</td>
<td>0.5 and 1.0 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence intensity</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage ratio</td>
<td>0.62%</td>
<td>2.4% and 8.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Experimental setup, turbine design and instrumentation

The turbine was secured using a vertical stanchion in both facilities 1.0 m below the undisturbed water surface level, as observed in Figure 4.
turbine at the same height as the rotor hub (1.0 m below the free surface). For the flume experiments at Ifremer, a laser Doppler velocimeter was installed 7.2 diameters (D) upstream the rotor at 1.0 m below the free surface. Three resistance wave probes were installed next to the turbine to measure the wave heights during the operation of the turbine. More information of both testing campaigns can be found in [6] and [15], including uncertainty analysis. For both testing campaigns, National Instruments LabVIEW was used as the data acquisition system.

F. Data Processing

For comparative purposes, the rotor torque, thrust, and rotational speeds were averaged over time for each test. Non-dimensional values of power and thrust for the experimental and BEMT were also used to analyse the data. These are based on the following formulas:

\[ C_p = \frac{P}{0.5\rho AV^3} \]  
\[ C_T = \frac{F}{0.5\rho AV^2} \]

where P is average power in Watts, and F is the average thrust in Newton (N). A is the swept area of the rotor in meters, and V denotes the unidirectional flow velocity (m/s). In uniform inflow tests, this relates to the average flow measured at the turbine hub height in the flume and the carriage velocity when undertaking tow tank tests. In non-uniform inflow tests, 5 measure points were taken at top, bottom, left, right and centre of the swept rotor area in the experiment, then V was defined as the mean value of their measurement results. However, this mean value resulted in some variances which will be discussed later.

The average \( C_T \) and \( C_p \) are plotted against the average tip speed ratio (TSR) values for each test run. TSR denotes the ratio between the blade tip speed and the flow velocity (V): 

\[ \text{TSR} = \frac{\Omega r}{V} \]

where \( \Omega \) rotor speed in rad/s and \( r \) is the radius of the turbine.

The influence of blockage is considered for the non-uniform tests. The method adopted to calculate the power and thrust coefficient with blockage correction is presented by Bahaj et. al. [16].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the comparative results obtained from BEMT and the experimental campaigns. The first section includes average values of power and thrust shown in its non-dimensional form using equations 1-3. The second section shows selected cases where the non-uniform inflows are compared between the analytical and experimental values.

G. Power and Thrust Coefficients for Uniform flows

Figures 5 and 6 show the comparison of the average \( C_T \) values obtained for the experiment and BEMT. As mentioned earlier, thrust measurements of the rotor were acquired during the testing campaign undertaken at Ifremer and thus, only for flow velocities of 0.5 m/s. For the current only condition, the match between the experimental values and BEMT follows the same trend for most of the \( C_T \)-TSR curve (Figure 7). With TSR values > 4 the discrepancy between BEMT and experiment increases, where the experimental values tend to increase in value with TSR and the analytical model predicts an opposite trend.

In Figure 6, a large discrepancy between the experiment and the analytical model can be observed. For all the TSR cases, the analytical values are about 18% higher than the experimental data. This can somewhat be expected as the power predictions were also higher (by approximately 40% in the wave cases) when power was quantified using the BEMT model.

There are a couple of reasons which may explain the differences between the thrust values of the experiment and the BEMT model. As mentioned in Section II-B, thrust was measured in the experiment by incorporating a full bridge load cell on the stanchion used to support the turbine in the flume. Therefore, instead of measuring actual thrust, the real data acquired was a bending moment rather than the actual thrust developed by the turbine. This can be corrected by acquiring information of the setting used in the experiment under the influence of the flow variations, i.e. current only and wave and current conditions when the turbine is not operating. Moreover, the calibration of the stanchion should be done using the exact configuration of the experiment, i.e. the calibration should be done in situ. Another option is to “dry” calibrate the stanchion using a similar configuration as the one used in the laboratory, in this case, by mounting vertically the stanchion and applying a variety of loadings in the horizontal direction, to simulate the loads created by the turbine. Due to laboratory access and time constrains, the calibration of the stanchion in these experiments was done horizontally and the loading was applied vertically, which may give an insight of the voltage vs loading trend; however, the outcomes may translate to a larger experiment uncertainty.

Another factor that may influence the thrust measurement on the stanchion is related to the shear flows observed in the flume. It has been observed in [15] that the variability of the flows in that facility is highly affected by the use of surface mounted wave makers on the flume facility.
Figures 5-9 show the comparisons of $C_p$ and $C_T$ for the 1.0 m/s cases. It can be observed a good agreement on the power coefficient between BEMT and the experimental for both current only and wave cases and for most of the TSR values. The major discrepancy observed in the average values of $C_p$ for the experiment and the BEMT was approximately 7% for a TSR = 2.3; however, the other cases presented disparities of approximately 2%.

For the $C_T$ comparisons, limited data was available from the testing campaigns to corroborate the simulations undertaken in BEMT. This is one aspect that will be further investigated in the future. However, for comparisons purposes, both average values of $C_T$ for simulations done with and without waves are presented in Figure 9. It can be observed that the models predict similar average values for both cases, as was to be expected, especially since at this point shear flows are not considered in the calculations.

IV. POWER COEFFICIENTS AND LOADS FOR NON-UNIFORM FLOWS
trends are also evident in the RW2 conditions where these discrepancies increase to 13% and 20% at TSR 3, then drops slowly to 12% and 3% at TSR 7.

It can be observed that introducing correction for blockage has a significant effect when comparing the BEMT results with the experimental data. These differences are reduced with the application of blockage correction, especially when comparing the performance for operations in a RW2 condition.

For experiments with a low TSR of 2, this gives higher $C_r$ values than predicted with BEMT. However, the differences between $C_r$ values from BEMT and experimental data increases in line with an increase in TSR. Applying blockage ratio correction to the experimental data results in a lower $C_r$ being predicted than the BEMT above TSR’s of 3. These differences increase to approximate 16% and 24% for both wave conditions. The inflow profile with the turbine shows a slightly higher value than that without turbine at TSR 2 and 3, but the two profiles start to give similar values from TSR 4 to 7.

The thrust and torque to calculate $C_T$ and $C_r$ values are shown in figure 14-17.
As shown in Figures 14-15, the Torque generated in both wave conditions at a TSR of 2 is approximately same. However, BEMT with the two inflow profiles begins to under predict the torque generated between TSR 5 to 7. Generally, the BEMT model gives reasonable agreement with the Experimental data for the measured torque.

The Thrust results, as shown in Figure 16-17, for a lower TSR of 2 demonstrates that BEMT with two inflow profiles under-predicts thrust values for both wave conditions. Thrust begins to match the experimental data, with good agreement, as the TSR increases.

In both Torque and Thrust cases, the inflow profiles representative of flows without a turbine tend to obtain higher values than flows representative with turbine from TSR’s 3 to 7. However, at TSR 2, the results generated from the two profiles are similar. It must be noted that the turbine operates under constant speed set by the motor controller, therefore, the passing wave will not change substantially the Reynolds numbers and hence, the lift and drag coefficients have not been modified for iterations. Subsequent work on this will assess the use of BEMT when looking at other control strategies proposed by [17] and [18]

H. Discussion for non-uniform inflows

As mentioned previously, the $C_T$ and $C_p$ derived in BEMT is calculated as:

$$C_p = \frac{T \Omega}{0.5 \rho A V^3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$C_T = \frac{F}{0.5 \rho A V^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $T$ is torque on the rotor.

According to the loading result from Figure 14-17, the torque and thrust calculated by BEMT is in good agreement to that measured from the experiments. This indicates that the reason for the differences between the numerically and
empirically derived \( C_r \) and \( C_T \) is heavily influenced by the characteristics of the inflow velocity, \( V \).

For a uniform current flow, the inflow velocity is constant and similar for each blade element section, and a consistent result can be obtained from the equations above. In the context of non-uniform flow conditions, the inflow velocity will be varying across each section of the blade element as the turbine operates as shown in Figure 2. Where experimental data is derived against a mean value to represent the inflow velocity this introduces inaccuracies within the calculations, as mentioned previously. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the method of \( C_r \) and \( C_T \) calculation to better represent the non-uniformity of the inflow conditions.

The new method being reported is based on a differential velocity observed across the rotor swept area, which is divided into several smaller areas, \( dA \), as shown in Figure 18.

\[
V = f(y)
\]

(6)

and \( dA \) can be written as a function of \( y \), where

\[
dA = g(y)
\]

(7)

Therefore, a specific velocity value is applied for the inflow velocity at each smaller area \( dA \) section at the same depth. In doing this, the equations for \( C_r \) and \( C_T \) becomes

\[
C_r = \frac{\int \frac{V}{2} \rho \nabla (\nabla \cdot \mathbf{f}) f(y)^2 \, dA}{\int \frac{F}{2} \rho \nabla (\nabla \cdot \mathbf{f}) f(y)^2 \, dA}
\]

(8)

\[
C_T = \frac{\int \frac{V}{2} \rho \nabla (\nabla \cdot \mathbf{f}) f(y)^2 \, dA}{\int \frac{F}{2} \rho \nabla (\nabla \cdot \mathbf{f}) f(y)^2 \, dA}
\]

(9)

This methodology is subsequently re-applied to the original experimental data and to BEMT.

**I. Non-uniform inflows with modifications**

![Figure 18. Schematic of the smaller area method](image1.png)

![Figure 19. \( C_r \) comparison between modified BEMT calculations and modified experimental data under wave-current interactions with a wave height of approximately 0.19m and an apparent wave period of 0.7s.](image2.png)

![Figure 20. \( C_r \) comparison between modified BEMT calculations and modified experimental data under wave-current interactions with a wave height of approximately 0.09m and an apparent wave period of 0.5s.](image3.png)

Figures 19-20 show the comparisons of \( C_r \) for the modified BEMT models, and empirical data calculated with the modified experimental velocity data. In the RW1 conditions, the BEMT results show a better agreement with the modified experimental data for TSR’s 2 to 4, when compared with the original data sets for both inflow profiles. The modified experimental data increases in value when compared with the BEMT results for TSR’s 5 to 7. These differences increase to 31% and 26% for the inflow profiles representative of velocities experienced without a turbine, which is greater than the original comparison. However, the BEMT results present lower discrepancies with the modified experimental data with the introduction of blockage correction at TSR’s 5 and 6. Generally, the modified BEMT models show an acceptable agreement with the modified experimental data with blockage correction applied for all TSR’s. In the case of TSR 7, these differences peak at 18% and 11% for the different inflow velocity profiles, while these discrepancies parities are less than 9% for TSR’s 2 to 6.

In RW2, the match between the modified experimental data including the application of a blockage ratio and the
BEMT model shows an improvement when compared with the original comparison. The increased discrepancies only appear at TSR 7, where differences of 16% and 9% are established for profiles representative of an inflow velocities with and without a turbine. Over the remaining TSRS these differences are less than 8%, with the smallest being 2% for inflow velocity profile representative without a turbine at TSR 5.

![Figure 21](image1.png)

Figure 21. $C_T$ comparison between modified BEMT calculations and modified experimental data under wave-current interactions with a wave height of approximately 0.19m and an apparent wave period of 0.7s.

![Figure 22](image2.png)

Figure 22. $C_T$ comparison between modified BEMT calculations and modified experimental data under wave-current interactions with a wave height of approximately 0.09m and an apparent wave period of 0.5s.

Changes in the trend of $C_T$ comparison are negligible, with the highest $C_T$ value from experimental data dropping from 1.2 to 1.08 and 1.07 for RW1 and RW2. Furthermore, the maximum discrepancies between experimental data with and without blockage correction applied decreases to 12% and 11% for both wave conditions. Within TSR ranges 3 to 7, the highest discrepancy between the BEMT model and the experimental data with blockage correction is 7% for both inflow profiles in RW1 and 7.5% in RW2 conditions.

This paper outlines the use of BEMT to predict the performance of tidal stream turbines under wave and current conditions. Although some literature has been used to assess the impact of wave motion into tidal stream performance, no additional literature has been found by the authors which highlights the influence of non-uniforms flows into BEMT predictions.

### J. Blade stalls at low TSR

According to the $C_T$ and thrusts comparisons, it shows that BEMT underpredicted the thrust at low TSR around 2, it is expected that the blades are stalling in BEMT simulation, so that there are losses of lift forces of blades. Table IV shows the average angles of attack (AoA) for the 20 elements on the blade in BEMT simulation to confirm whether the stall happened.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element number</th>
<th>Blade stall AoA (deg)</th>
<th>AoA in RW1 (deg)</th>
<th>AoA in NRW1 (deg)</th>
<th>AoA in RW2 (deg)</th>
<th>AoA in NRW2 (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40.18</td>
<td>40.67</td>
<td>39.66</td>
<td>40.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36.77</td>
<td>37.32</td>
<td>36.13</td>
<td>36.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34.26</td>
<td>34.85</td>
<td>33.51</td>
<td>34.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32.39</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>31.54</td>
<td>32.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30.91</td>
<td>31.52</td>
<td>29.99</td>
<td>30.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.65</td>
<td>30.25</td>
<td>28.68</td>
<td>29.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>28.48</td>
<td>29.04</td>
<td>27.48</td>
<td>28.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>27.31</td>
<td>27.84</td>
<td>26.31</td>
<td>27.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>26.10</td>
<td>26.60</td>
<td>25.12</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.85</td>
<td>25.33</td>
<td>23.92</td>
<td>24.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>23.58</td>
<td>24.03</td>
<td>22.72</td>
<td>23.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>22.30</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>21.54</td>
<td>22.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>21.05</td>
<td>21.52</td>
<td>20.42</td>
<td>21.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>19.83</td>
<td>20.35</td>
<td>19.35</td>
<td>20.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.63</td>
<td>19.22</td>
<td>18.32</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17.38</td>
<td>18.07</td>
<td>17.24</td>
<td>17.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>15.94</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>15.96</td>
<td>16.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>14.05</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>14.27</td>
<td>14.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>11.82</td>
<td>11.41</td>
<td>11.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table IV, most of the elements AoAs are larger than the stall AoA of blade at TSR 2, this is the reason why the thrusts on the blades obtained form BEMT are lower than the experiment.

### V. Conclusions and future work

Comparisons between BEMT and a variety of experimental testing campaigns were undertaken in this paper. Two uniform flow conditions of 0.5 and 1.0 m/s were used in combinations with two wave heights and periods. It was found that poor agreement was achieved for both power and thrust mean values when comparing the 0.5 m/s cases. One reason for this may be that the turbine was not able to generate enough power due to drive train friction losses at such low flow velocities and thus the model was not able to predict these conditions. The same may be applicable to thrust. Another reason may be related to the sensitivity of the instrumentation used to quantify the axial
loading developed by the turbine at low flow velocities. Future work will contemplate the use of additional instrumentation when undertaking experimental works related to wave-current interactions to further verify the modified BEMT model.

Good agreement was obtained between the model and the experimental data for flow velocities of 1.0 m/s cases. An approximate discrepancy observed in the average values of $C_P$ for the experimental and the BEMT data was of approximately 3%.

Two wave conditions with non-uniform flow have been investigated. This revealed that the method of calculating the power and thrust coefficient from experimental data requires to be modified when the turbine operates in non-uniform flow fields. The blockage effect has a significant impact on empirical data derived from flume testing and required the development of a blockage ratio correction for non-uniform flow test. The presence of the turbine has an effect on the velocity inflow profile, therefore an inflow profile representative of the flume without a turbine should be selected as the input data for the modified BEMT model.

The modified BEMT model using an inflow velocity profile without a turbine shows good agreement with the modified experimental data with blockage correction for derivation of the power coefficient, especially for the RW2 condition. The mean difference observed in $C_P$ for BEMT and modified experimental data with blockage ratio correction was 5.6%, with a maximum discrepancy of 10.8% in RW1 conditions. It is shown that the average difference in $C_P$ for RW2 conditions was 4.4%. It is found that poor agreement was attained at a low TSR of 2 or less in $C_P$ comparison because the blade is stalling in BEMT simulation, but disparities between BEMT and modified experimental data with blockage ratio correction for all other TSRs was less than 8%.

Within future work, it may be necessary to increase the inflow profile data points obtained from experimental flow characterisation so that the resolution of the velocity function will be improved to give a higher accuracy. The thrust loading obtained from the BEMT model in low TSRs is planned to be investigated further. Finally, enhanced blockage correction methods should be investigated to find out which is the most appropriate one for higher blockage ratios and greater non-uniformity in experimental flow conditions.
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